
Dear XYZ:
                       It would be a pleasure for us to be able to 
help you with your query.

Though this is a one question service, and seems you are 
interested in more- still we as a good will gesture would try 
to help you.

Your Query:
I completed B.Tech in Electronics in 2015, then done a 
paid internship. But still jobless. When will I get job? 
Do I have a good career? Will I earn good money?

Your Birth details:
Month of birth 8 dob 23 year of birth
1990 time of birth 12.083333333333 ( 12 hour 5 minutes)
first name chaitanya middle name anil last name
Kshirsagar
minutes of birth 10 hour of birth 12
place of birth kanpur, UP country India

Your Horoscope Details:





Dasha You run now Rahu- MER  Up to 24/ 4/18

Sub Periods
Rahu-merc-KET till 10/ 4/16

Rahu-merc-VEN till 13/ 9/16

Rahu-merc-SUN till 29/10/16

Rahu-merc-MON till 15/ 1/17

Analysis:

The dasha you run is rahu-mercury.
Though your rahu is not very weak, it sits in 3rd house of Capricorn( 
ruled by Saturn). Now Saturn the dispositer of rahu on which rahu sits 
is old and not in its friendly sign in Sagittarius in 2nd house.

So overall this maha dasha could give un expected twists and turns to 
money flow situation and status as 2nd house of wealth and status is 
also involved.

You need to take well thought actions and no rash or hasty  actions to 
be taken by you. This could affect your job prospects . You need to be 
slight careful till you reach the age of 30(2020).

Your mercury is extremely weak and old(over 29 degrees) in Leo(10th

house of career) and rules 8th and 11th.

This can make life a bit tough, as it suggest inordinate delays in your 
career or sudden issues cropping up in career or money front.

But as you run rahu-mercury-venus till year September 2016, though 
venus not very strong is in 9th house of luck. It gives some luck in-
between , say in months May, August/sepetmber time frame.

But it is after sepetmber 2016 and year 2017- you run sun that 
is  fairly well placed, you will start getting good offers and yes 
position for your job. Though it may not be as great as you 
expect, but still above average to keep you peaceful and more 
happy. Cash on opportunities that time. YES, you will be fairly 



successful in job, but whenever mercury sub period or major 
period runs, mercury is weak in transit  or sun is weak in 
transit you could face issues at job front.

Presently Rahu is in your house of career in transit, so it’s
affecting you.

In the mean time, please don’t its quite-keep trying and opt 
for a job which is practical and hands on even if they pay 
you very less. It would help you in any case as I can see.

This year 2016 could be a bit restrictive and frustrating, but 
by year end October onwards- your happiness levels could 
go a bit better.

Remedies(BONUS):

 Help poor students in studies for mercury
 Shiva Chalisa for rahu. Daily

Other Recommendations To Help You:

Your name numbers are not very lucky for your ascendant 
(scoprio)or your career & other matters, it could create more 
obstacles for you and less recognition all over life. A slight 
change in your name  vibration based on your birth chart 
would help you to attract luck vibrations in all aspects of 
your life and become more lucky.

Your Numbers Based on Your Name & Birth details 
Given are :
LIFE PATH number is = 50 [5]= mercury.
BIRTH DATE Number is = 23 [5]= mercury
NAME NUMBER is =  103 [4] - Rahu
POWER NUMBER is = 153 [9]- Mars



We offer services at the lowest rate and best quality in  
online astrology services, for benefit of people. We could 
help you with this   Service in which we offer name 
alteration suggestion as a special BONUS.
http://astrozing.com/numerology-reports/ at only 299 
Rs(66% OFF), Original price =699 Rs. This a Limited Time 
Offer.

Referral BONUS:

 If You feel satisfied with our services, and want to 
recommend this service to your friends and colleagues
to be benefitted from our services,

 Then they could order services with code 
Chaitanya213#.

 If 3 people buy any service from our site, then we offer 
a BONUS of One Question Absolutely Free for You
whose coupon has been used.

We wish you all the best in Life,



Arjun Pundit for astrozing.com

For any Clarification Regarding This Report– Kindly 
Feel Free To Send Us a Mail at E-Mail Id Given Below:

astrozing.com@gmail.com 


